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Bobbie Peers

William Wenton and the Luridium Thief

William Wenton #1

Meet William Wenton, the world’s greatest code breaker. The only thing is, he doesn’t
yet know he is…

William has always wondered why his family suddenly had to change their name and
address eight years ago, moving from England to sleepy little Norway. And he can’t
help but miss his grandfather, who mysteriously went missing just as they left their old
home. It isn’t until William solves the Impossible Machine, the toughest code in the
world, that he begins to see the danger that’s been nipping at his heels all these years. If
he’s to survive the coming confrontation, he’ll have to find his grandfather right quick,
not to mention make full use of his uncanny talent for code breaking.

William Wenton and the Luridium Thief is a wild ride through a fantastical new
universe. Bobbie Peers’ imagination has created a world rich in detail and humor, not
to mention excitement. The novel has already caught the eyes of the literary sphere and
received Ark’s Children’s Book Award 2015. 10,000 Norwegian children
participated in the vote to chose the best book of the year.

This fast-paced, engaging novel grabs readers’ attention right from the
get-go. /.../ Part “Alex Rider,” part “Artemis Fowl,” part Da Vinci
Code for kids, this title will captivate action and mystery enthusiasts.
- School Library Journal, US

Think Hogwarts with robots and carnivorous robotic plants [...] there
are plenty of twists to keep readers guessing. /.../ The crisp narrative
will appeal to readers of different levels, and more adventures involving
William Wenton will be welcome.
- Booklist, US

Full of secrecy, intrigue with an element of fantasy, this really is a
pageturner - think Harry Potter meets Dan Brown with a hint of John
Grisham!
- The Guardian’s Best New Children’s Books Guide 2017, UK

A pacey code-breaking’n’cyborgs thriller that shirks conventions.
- The Guardian, UK

Exciting, crazy and full of humor.
- NDR, Germany
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Bobbie Peers

Bobbie Peers (b. 1974) made his mark on Norwegian film
history when he in 2006 won a Palme d’Or for his Sniffer,
written and directed by Peers himself. The award became
the first of many milestones in the London International
Film School graduate’s career as a director and film writer.
2015 witnessed the multi-talented Peers’ debut as a children’s books author. William
Wenton and the Luridium Thief is the first book in a forthcoming series featuring the
code breaking whizz William.
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Bobbie Peers

William Wenton and the Cryptoportal

William Wenton #2

William is back at the Institute for Post-Human Research, where everything seems to
have changed for the harsher. Everywhere you turn there are guards, curfews and strict
new rules. The cause lies frozen in the cellar of the Institute: Abraham Talley, the man
who not long ago almost killed William. But something’s not quite right... Who is the
mysterious lady trying to contact William at night, and what is the cause of the seizures
he’s suddenly having? And what on earth is a cryptoportal?

William and Iscia are once more about to face dark forces of untold power as they
embark on a breathtaking journey in search of the secrets of luridium.

William Wenton and the Cryptoportal is the second installment in Bobbie Peers’
delightfully innovative and action-packed series about William Wenton and his friend
Iscia.

Peers maintains a brisk pace throughout, and William and his friends
are just as appealing as before.
- Booklist, US

Peers has cracked the code: he knows what is needed, and how to make
it his own. /.../What Peers succeeds in doing, not many others in this
country could do. He knows what thrills as well as how to make it so.
-  Barnebokkritikk, Norway

Bobbie Peers

Bobbie Peers (b. 1974) made his mark on Norwegian film
history when he in 2006 won a Palme d’Or for his Sniffer,
written and directed by Peers himself. The award became
the first of many milestones in the London International
Film School graduate’s career as a director and film writer.
2015 witnessed the multi-talented Peers’ debut as a children’s books author. William
Wenton and the Luridium Thief is the first book in a forthcoming series featuring the
code breaking whizz William.
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Bobbie Peers

William Wenton and the Orbulator Agent

William Wenton #3

The adventure continues!

When Big Ben suddenly stops ticking, William knows something big is about to
happen. And sure enough, a mysterious figure calling himself the Orbulator Agent
shows up, marking the start of a new whirlwind adventure for William and his best
friend Iscia. What does the Orbulator Agent want with William? … And what on
earth is an orbulator, anyway?

Dark secrets and seemingly impossible-to-crack codes fill the pages of the third
installment in the internationally acclaimed William Wenton series, William Wenton
and the Orbulator Agent. Bobbie Peers’ return to the Wenton universe is a sparkling
parade of ingenious twists and turns, smart-mouthed robots, and bravery – in all its
shapes and sizes.

Bobbie Peers has created an entertaining and fascinating universe in an
adventure series for kids that moves at 110 kilometers per hour /…/
The most hilarious mix of robot comedy, science fiction and action
adventure that I’ve read in years.
- Verdens Gang, Norway

[Bobbie Peers] writes so cinematically, in such an action-driven
manner, and so tangibly and visually that you almost see the film
playing before your mind’s eye as you read. /…/ William Wenton is
without a doubt the closest Norway will come to having its own Harry
Potter.
- Bok 365, Norway

Bobbie Peers

Bobbie Peers (b. 1974) made his mark on Norwegian film
history when he in 2006 won a Palme d’Or for his Sniffer,
written and directed by Peers himself. The award became
the first of many milestones in the London International
Film School graduate’s career as a director and film writer.
2015 witnessed the multi-talented Peers’ debut as a children’s books author. William
Wenton and the Luridium Thief is the first book in a forthcoming series featuring the
code breaking whizz William.
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Bobbie Peers

William Wenton and the Apocalypse
Generator

William Wenton #4

William and Iscia have been sent to Sahara to help the Depository for Impossible
Archaeology at a dig. A massive, mysterious orb has landed right in the middle of the
desert, and only William can solve the code that will open it. But what if he succeeds?
Will he be unleashing a new Pandora’s box on the world?

Old family secrets and codes from outer space have William and Ischia on the hunt for
a doomsday machine of apocalyptic proportions in the fourth installment of the
internationally acclaimed William Wenton series.

Bobbie Peers

Bobbie Peers (b. 1974) made his mark on Norwegian film
history when he in 2006 won a Palme d’Or for his Sniffer,
written and directed by Peers himself. The award became
the first of many milestones in the London International
Film School graduate’s career as a director and film writer.
2015 witnessed the multi-talented Peers’ debut as a children’s books author. William
Wenton and the Luridium Thief is the first book in a forthcoming series featuring the
code breaking whizz William.
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Bobbie Peers

William Wenton and the Chaos Paralyzer

William Wenton #5

Something is amiss at the Center for Misinformation. The new guard-bots have taken
over. William sees no recourse but to flee, bringing the code pyramid – the only thing
that can stop Abraham Talley – with him. But London’s streets are full of perils, the
guard-bots are close behind, and he can practically feel Abraham Talley breathing
down his neck. William will need the help of old friends and new enemies in order to
keep the pyramid safe. But will he succeed before it’s too late?

William Wenton and the Chaos Paralyzer is the fifth book in the William Wenton series.
In this installment, old secrets will be revealed and friendships tested as the fight against
the evil luridium grows ever fiercer.

Bobbie Peers

Bobbie Peers (b. 1974) made his mark on Norwegian film
history when he in 2006 won a Palme d’Or for his Sniffer,
written and directed by Peers himself. The award became
the first of many milestones in the London International
Film School graduate’s career as a director and film writer.
2015 witnessed the multi-talented Peers’ debut as a children’s books author. William
Wenton and the Luridium Thief is the first book in the award-winning series featuring
the code breaking whizz William.
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